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ook,e Barow, ~ S-year-old from Auburn, holds on to the sheep she was nd1ng after the animal tripped coming out of the gates. Sheep riding, or mutton busting was part of the program

that allowed children from the audience to participate in competition at the Lone Star Rodeo held Sunday at the Agricultural Exposition Center.

'

HITTIN' THE DIRT
Large crowd at Expo Center entertained by weekend rodeo
wa~ the bull riding event.
McQuady junior Melissa Moonnan has sold tickets at
the
rodeo for U1rcc years and has always enjoyed taking
The lights were low and shoulders were touching as
a
break
and catching a glimpse of die cowboys in action.
everyone crowded into the Agricultural Exposition
"The
cowboys have to be one of my favorite things
Center this weekend.
about the rodeo - and watching them ride those bulls,"
Tickets were sold out, and the only available space to
she said. "The atmosphere is so exciting, and it's somesee the show was the standing room surrounding the thing you just don't get to sec everyday."
arena. Shoves were coming from U1e left and right as
One cowboy that kept the audience watching was Max
audience members tried to get a beLter look at the Lone
Reynolds
from Nebraska. Reynolds has appeared on the
Star Rodeo Company's 2003 Outlaw Tour.
silver screen and traveled all over the world
To light the arena, a cowgirl rode out on
entertaining with his different array of tricks
a brown horse into the center of the dirt "The atmosphere
and skills.
ring. In her hands was an illuminated is so exciting, and
Ben Kirkpatrick, an alumnus from White
American flag. Following in the tracks of
House,
Tenn., said what he found most
her horse were several other cowboys and it's something you
entertaining
was Reynolds.
cowgirls holding flags in honor of the vet- ·
"When
I
got
a chance to watch him, he
just
don't
get
to
erans in the audience.
could
do
tricks
U1at were unbelievable,"
Soon, lights from all different directions see everyday."
Kirkpatrick
said.
flooded the arena. Faces of all ages could
_ Melissa Moorman
Reynolds entertained the audience by
now be seen in the audience. Cowboys,
doing
an assortment of tricks, ranging from
horses, bulls, calves and rams all waited
Mc(luady junior slicing a piece of a plastic pole from the top
their tum to enter the ring in front of the
of his assistant's head to amazing the audisold-out crowd.
ence
by
standing
on top of a horse while doing rope
Ticket manager Jim Cope said this was the biggest
tricks.
turnout he has seen in five years.
But Reynolds wasn't the only fonn of entertainment.
''They do this every year. Saturday nights are usually
Everyone, especially the children in the audience,
the show that sells out, but this Sunday's attendance is seemed to focus on t11e main rodeo clown, wit11 his bright
amazing," Cope said. "Tennessee is probably the next lime green hair and elaborate costume. IIe was telling
closest place you can sec a rodeo, and, locally, people jokes, setting off firecrackers and shooting sparks from a
love the entertainment."
gun.
Audience members cheered and clapped as cowboys
showed off tricks like calf roping. An audience favorite
SEE DIRT PUE 2
BY MEGAN ENGLE

Herald reporter

Brian Leddy/Herald

Dustin Buchanan, of Rydel, Ga., ropes a calf during competition at the Lone
Star Rodeo held Sunday at the Agricultural Exposition Center.

Education rally tomorrow Dorm will house only freshmen
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
Sbe won't sit by and wait.
Amy l louse, a senior from
Franklin, Tenn., will begin a
career as an elementary school
teacher after she graduates t11is
May. With state budget cuts
looming, finding such work in
Kentucky may pose a problem
for her.
"I'm hoping that t11ere will be
enough openings for most of us
to find jobs,'' House said.
Hoping isn't enough - she
plans on doing someU1ing about
it.
House and otber public school
employees from across Kentucky

I

WUAt: KEA Rafly
WJmN: 1 p.m EST tomorrow
WHERE: State 08f)1tot stet)$

will rally tomoirow in Frankfo11
in hopes of keeping d1e state's
budget woes from finding their
way into the classroom.
Among the rallying ranks will
be student teachers from
Westem, such as l louse, who arc
also trying to find jobs in
Kentucky.
The rally, organized by tile
Kentucky J~ucation Association,
is expected to draw t11ousands of

public school teachers and support staff to ilie steps of the state
capitol building, KEA President
Frances Steenbergen said. It
begins at 1 p.m. EST.
The goal is to ensure
Kentucky's public schools keep
their state funding, Steenbergen
said. They are also trying to
ensure ilieir districts get money
for other concerns, such as pay
increases for teachers.
Warren County Public
Schools are allowing ilieir teachers to attend t11e rrankfort rally
by switching a professional day,
Charlene Rabold, president of t11e
SEE RALLY PUE

6

men will live closely and attend ratio of men to women, Miles
three general education classes said.
Students will pay an additiontoged1er. Peer advisers will work
with instructors and students to al $75 per semester in housing
help t11em make a smootil tranSi- charges to cover the cost of
tion from high school to college. resources to run t11e new pro"We know that when we link gram.
Participants in U1e new prostudents to the campus in t11c first
four to six weeks, we have a bet- gram will not be chosen on a first
ter chance of retention,., said Tom come, first serve bac;is - Ibey
Miles, associate director of will be selected by a committee
Housing and Residence Life. "It based on applications which will
helps reach d1e end goal of help- be submitted in March.
ing our students graduate."
The selection committee
lberc will be 148 spots avail- members have not been chosen.
able in Bates. 1be three-story
Gender and hometowns will
building will be divided into six be factors in participant selection,
groups of 22 to 25 students. The Miles srud. ACT scores and
groups will reflect Westem's
SH Dou PAU 3
demographics with a 40 to 60

Bates-Runner Hall
to open next fall
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
Put away die tent and sleeping
bag. Don't worry about tile rrun
or the cold.
It won· t be necessary to camp
out this spring to get a room in
tile newly renovated BatesRunner Hall next semester - it
will only be occupied by freshmen participating in a "gateway
community" program.
Six groups of selected fresh-

Budget council to meet

Big Brothers/Big Sisters

On Thursday

Westem's Budget Council will
begin outlining priorities for t11e
next fiscal year. Page 3

Wcstem students take pan in a
volunteer program to help less
fortunate children. Page 7

A recap of t11e education rally
set to take place tomoirow at tile
state capitol in Prankfort.

.
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Weather watch

By the numbers

Today

Wednesday

442 ! 27 2

392 272

Thursday

462 372

Friday

Namber of rodeos
beld la tbe year 2000

Saturday

522 /392

Day

542 312

. t0 the traditional circle of the old
With the stone courthouse in view, ~affic merges 1\
the square. Like many
county seat. Merchandise lines the ~m?ows of the s : ~ ~:.k. But on Friday nights
other small Southern towns, most buildm~s are emptyk'
aces are hard to come by.
1
in Leitchfield, the old courthouse com_es alive, andd~ar ~g s~ touch to the g lass and
A note advertising guitar and banJo lessons a s a
be heard. Half of the old
metal door. As the door opens, the sounds of ?luegrass
on County Opry are filled.
wooden seats in the third floor courtroom housing the Grays the area in front of what
Myron Weedman welcomes the next band onto the stage.
th
· down the street.
used to be the Judge's bench. The new c~ui ouse is
the man finds his seat.
"Hey, Red Mud. Come on in here, Weedman says as
,,
"Eighty-nin~ years old and he still makes it up the coui1hous~~~~s~ and play half an
The music starts around 6 p.m. and ends at IO p.m. Bands .
~ acce ted The
hour sets for free. There is no admission charge either, but don:~ions ea hiih s~hool
donations are given out in the form of $500 college scholars ips to ar

athousandw_o_rd_s _ _ _ __
f<

y

l
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States wttb rodeos
la tbe year SOOO

1

I

I

I

i;

students.
. ,
.
B d ' " said Rick
"It all started with Dennis Haycraft and his Homegiown an ' .
. h
McKinney who helps run the Opry. "He was playing in a restaurant e~ery Fnda~ig t,
and then the restaw·ant closed. So we asked Judge Jerry Logsdon [if the cou ouse
could be used to perform music], and he said O.K."
..
Between gigs, music comes up from the second floor where people are practJcmg
and teaming from others.
.
.
Terry Strange sits on a bench in the lobby playin~ the banJo surrounded by friends
on mandolins fiddles and other instruments, all playmg bluegrass.
"I took to playing the banjo when I was 12," Strange said. "My dad went to a pawn
shop and got it for $29. He gave up on it, so it sat in the corner, and one day I picked
it up and played 'Cripple Creek'."
.
Strange (center) and his friends, many playing together for the first time, were asked
to take the stage.
"We just kind offly by the seat of our pants," McKinney said. "But we always seem
to have a show."

Andreas Fuhrmann is a senior photojournalism major from Bowling Green. He can be
reached at afuhr6JJ69@hotmail.com.

►

Crime Reports

Arrests

► News

Poland Hall, was charged
Thursday with possession of mar♦Doris Love Alfred, Pearceijuana and drug paraphernalia. He
Ford Tower, was c harged
was re leased Friday from WruTen
Wednesday with assault in the
fourth degree. She was released County Regional Jail on a $500
unsecured bond.
the same day from WaITen
♦Jeffery
Steven Neace,
County Regional Jail on a $250
Rodes-Harlin
Hall,
was charged
cash bond.
Friday
with
criminal
mischief in
♦Phillip
Lasker Barbie,
Southwest Hall, was charged the third degree and alcohol
Thursday with possession ofr\mr- 1 intoxication. He was released the
ijuana and drug paraphemalia. He same day from Warren County
1
,was released Ftiday from Wan-en , Regional Jail on a $500 unseCounty Regional Jail on a $500 cured bond.
unsecured bond.
♦Eric James Ayers, PFf, was
♦Randall Hawkins Teague,
charged Saturday with driving

Briefs

under the influence and speeding.
He was released the same day
from Warren County Regional
Jail on a $1,000 unsecured bond.

reported Thursday his parking
decal, wo1th $65, stolen from his
1995 Toyota Tercel parked in the
Adams Street Lot.
♦ A fire alaim was reported
Reports
Friday in PFf. A pull station on
♦Dana L. Smith, Jackson
the I0th floor was activated. No
Street, reported Wednesday her smoke or fire was detected, and
parking decal, worth $65, missing the scene was cleai·ed by the
from her car that had been towed Bowling Green Fire Department
to Jones Automotiva;· ' ► • "'
at 7:34 p.m.
r
♦Christopher A: ·f~ca,s, 4'><.lge ,.
,♦Jeffery L. Brannon, Banyon
Hall Road, repo1ted Thursdhy his l)ri¥e, reported.Friday being hit
parking decal, worth $65, stolen on the right arm by a red Pontiac
from his Chevrolet pick-up truck. Grand Ptix in the crosswalk from
♦Lucas 0. Andrews, Rodes,
Thompson Complex to Chestnut

Street. The police report stated
that Brannon sustained no visible
SGA to host university
injuries.
♦Jack N. Wright, Keen Hall,
master plan forum
reported Friday both driver's side
Student Government Assodoors and a rear passenger side
ciation
will host a forum at 4 p.m.
door keyed on his 1995 Chevrolet
Thursday
in Downing University
Blazer pai·ked in front of Keen.
Center
room
305 about the uniDamage totaled $300.
versity's
master
plan.
♦Joshua A.J. Collins, Rodes,
•
S;~dents
are
invited to take
reported 8riday the passenger
1
p~, in a discussion that will
side milT6r, worth $200, broken
inc,luc{e talks about parking
off it& mount <\TIP dangling by tWQ · _
wires from his 2000 Nissan
changes and building renovaXten-a parked on Big Red Way at
tions.
Alumni Drive.
- Shawntaye Hopkins

DIRT: Audience chases calves
"The rodeo c lown was pretty funny, and he always seemed
to be doing all these crazy, stupid things," said Scottsville
senior Seth Brown.
Jokes and tricks weren't the
only entertainment provided by
the Outlaw Tour. Competition
reigned hi gh and kept the
crowd rooting for the cowboys
and cowgirls to finish successfully.
Events included timed calf
roping, bronco and bull riding

and ram riding by child cow- rodeos with her family, but the
boys on the tour. The audience family's favo1ite event is the bull
was given a chance
riding competition.
to participate by 41
As the fan favorite
being ha nd -picked
finally hit the ring,
from their seats and
audience members
the n let loose to
were on their feet.
c hase after three
Faces cringed as cowcalves.
- Melony Scott boys were left behind
Western alumna
Franklin ,,,~111na by the bull and hit the
Melony Scott of
dirt floor, but cheers
Franklin made the event a family were always heard no matter the
affair.
outcome.
"My 5-year-old ... is horse
crazy," she said.
Reach Megan Engle
Scott has been to several other at features@wkuherald.com.

My 5-year..

old...is horse

Crazy." ·
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BIG RED

USE YOUR
BIG RED CARD
TO PAY!
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DOLLARS!
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AUDITIONS
Female Vocalists &
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State
budget
,
"
'

Council will s'et spending priorities
Possible cuts leave
uncertainties
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
They know what they have
to do. They just don't know
where to start.
The university budget
council will meet Wednesday
for the first time this year.
Their first meeting is being
held two months later than
last year, Chief Financial
Officer Ann Mead said via email. The budget council was
waiting for the state legislature to convene before starting their work.
Few members are expecting an easy ride as they begin
scraping together a budget for
the upcoming fiscal year.
The eight budget council
members, selected to represent different aspects of campus, all have their own concerns for Western's immediate future. Among the campus
issues council members will
diffuse if they get increased
funding
are
enrollment
growth, insurance costs and
employee pay.
The hard part will be finding the money.
"It's going to be a challenging meeting. There are a
lot of issues we' re going to be

looking at," said council
member Gene Tice, vice president for Student Affairs and
campus services.
Tice said he'd like to see
more staff hired to offset
enrollment growth. Facilities
and campus safety rest prominently in those concerns.
Staff have their own ideas.
Elizabeth Paris, chair of
staff council and a budget
council member, said she'd
like to see pay increases for
faculty and staff.
And students have their
own concerns.
Ross Pruitt, the student
representative, said reducing
the student-to-faculty ratio
and sprucing up classroom
space are needed for the coming year.
"Some of the buildings are
fairly old and could use a
touch-up," Pruitt said.
The council will make a
budget recommendation later
this semester to President
Gary Ransdell. But they start
their task without knowing
how much state funding
Western will get next year.
The state has been ·running
on an emergency spending
plan from Gov. Paul Patton
since July. The council must
wait on state legislators before finalizing a budget for
Western.
"The uncertainty of what
we're going to have is defi-

nitely a problem, but there's
nothing we can do about it,"
Paris said. "We can just hope
the state hurries up to get a
budget in place."
The budget council may
develop "what if' plans while
the state legislators in Frankfort resolve their budget issues, Tice said.
There are cuts.
The state may reduce its
contribution to Western by as
much as nine percent. While
university officials expect the
actual cuts to be less, the
budget council must wait on a
final figure before forming
Western's budget.
The possible budget cut
will be on the minds of the
council members.
"Like a stormy cloud,"
Tice said. "I mean it's definitely hanging over our
heads."
The budget council will
have to I ist the priorities for
the university if the state does
pour budget cuts onto the
Hill, Tice said. Deciding
who' II have to do with less
money isn't something council members are looking forward to.
"Nobody has any excess,
so it's hard to go after the
operating budget when you' re
bare bones," Paris said.

Reach Joseph Lord
at news@wkuherald.com.

Justin Fowler/Herald
Bates-Runner Hall will be used as a part of Western's "Gateway Community" when
renovations are completed.

DORM: Advisers to 'provide insight'
CO!I T111 !IE D

FR oM

FR oNT Put

an essay will also be included
in the application. Miles said
first-year traditional students
are the best fit for the program.
The group will attend three
general education classes, or
blocks, together. A freshman
seminar class is required, along
with a choice of two classes
from the. English, history, psychology and speech departments.
Each group of students will
have their own peer advisers
who will take on responsibili-

ties different from those of traditional resident assistants.
Miles said plans are being considered to hire other staff to
cover the Bates' resident assistants' desk duty.
The peer advisers will work
with instructors in the block
classes to assist students. This
could mean conducting peer
adviser study sessions or having peer advisers actually
attend class.
"You can see the linkage if
they are in the classroom helping the freshman seminar

r=~===~=====,===-:::====.,,,,..,...--,=;----~~=-;:-==--:----:::,-,-.......,,,..-77i-~~~~

fl:
fl,,
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FLOWERS & GR.EENrHOUS
&61!1:~

!'!:'J~f,;{~~111»61/ir.
1 -800-DEEME

University Bookstore

The

ron_ics

Art Supply Sale

LOCATED AT THE COBALT CLUB
538 STATE STREET

Selected Art supplies

50o/o off

Tonight
$5 All You Care
To Drink

(No additional discounts apply. All sales final)

Sale starts Thursday, February 6 and
will continue until all sale art supplies are gone!

(Wells, Bud & Bud Light
Draft all Night)

Wednesday
Ladies Night
No Cover For Ladies

$1 Wells, Bud
& Bud Light
$2 50 Redbull Drinks
3 for $1 Jello Shots
Thursday
Hooch Night
All You Care To Drink
Hooch (at corner bar),
Wells Draft (all night)

University Bookstore Store Hours:
Monday-Friday 7:30 am-7 pm & Saturday 10 am-2 pm
1-800-444-5155 270-745-2466
www.wku.edu/lnfo/Bookstore

Change the World of Healthcare.... Become a

Doctor or
Chiro;practic

Help People

Gain the skills to assist your patients to achieve
and maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Income
Eam a substantial salary commensurate with your
position as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Be Your Own Boss
Most Doctors of Chiropractic are in private
practice working an average of 40 hours per week.

Become a Doctor
Prestige, respect and expanded leadership
opportunities are available as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.
Call Logan College of Chiropractic today to
change the world of healthcare!

1~800-533-9210

IJogan

www.logan.edu
loganadm@logan.edu

College•of•Chiropractic

18~1 SchoctOcrRd, Chesternetd, MO 63006

instructor and then living in the
environment to provide insight
to what the students are going
through," Miles said.
The classes will be blocked
exclusively for the freshman
groups.
"We purposefully chose to
only block three classes,"
Miles said. "We didn't .want to
totally isolate the freshmen."
Cortney Basham, a freshman seminar instructor, said he
is excited to see how the program will socially affect students.
"The most important thing is
providing the connection to the
campus and to each other,"
Basham said. "Adding the residence hall component is going
to help connect them to campus
and to become a more cohesive
group."
Miles said by encouraging
involvement in Western programs like intramurals or student organizations, students
will be more likely to graduate.
"We want to forge relationships in the residence hall," he
said.
Brochures about the gateway community program are
scheduled to be mailed this
week.
The program spawns from
an "academic initiative" in the
HRL job description, Miles
said. It has been in the works
for a year. HRL staff have been
watching similar programs at
Ball State University, University of Florida and the
University of Missouri at
Columbia.
Charles Schroeder, vice
president of Student Affairs at
UMC, visited Western in
January and spoke to HRL,
department heads, the division
of Student Affairs and others
about learning communities.
Schroeder is recognized as a
national authority on learning
communities.
Miles said Schroeder talked
about the benefits learning
communities could have at
Western.
And with a new program
comes a newly renovated
building.
When the renovation to
Bates began last June, the
building was stripped down to
the exterior walls. The rooms
were reconfigured to house
only two students and to have a
private bathroom. All rooms
will have a thermostat along
with new beds, desks and
dressers.
Project manager Bryan
Russell said the building itself
will have new windows, a new
exterior and a classroom addition. He said construction is on
budget and on schedule and
should be completed June 27.
Brian Kuster, HRL director,
said the renovation of Bates
will cost about $4.5 million.
More community learning
programs geared toward upper
classmen are also in the works,
Kuster said. These programs
could target departments or
specfic majors and will be
aimed at retaining students.
"When they are living on
campus, they graduate at higher
rates,"
Kuster
said.
"Students learn better with
peer-to-peer contact, that's why
peer tutoring works so well.
That's what the whole program
is about, getting students to
work together."

Reach Jessica Sasseen
at news@wkuherald.com.
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OPINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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SGA WANTS YOU,
THE -~~
ODY,

:- "' Editorial

SGA must
·

address low
forum turnout
..........

s evidenced by seemingly
endless snowfalls, it's still too
chilly for the songs of crickets
and cicadas.
But that might be news to the Student
Government Association, whose recent
forums have been greeted with rolling
tumbleweeds and dead-of-night silence
from the student body.
Though college students are notoriously apathetic about issues of public
concern - and in this respect, Western
is on the short list of the least-involved
student bodies in the state - SGA must
do more to stir the campus debate.
Too often, advance notice of a coming forum is relegated to bulletin boards
and blurbs in the Herald. That's better
than nothing, but it's obviously not
working.
Recently, a mere four students bothered to discuss proposed student seating
at the renovated Diddle Arena. Last
semester, only about 40 attended a chat
on the hot-button issue of on-campus
parking.
With three more forums scheduled
this semester, SGA members are scratching their heads.
We'd hate for SGA to eliminate these
forums. They are among the very few
opportunities students have to initiate
change.
But college students are typically too
distracted, disinterested and disinclined
to throw themselves into a serious discussion.
So we suggest that SGA follow the
lead of some of its mirror organizations

Columnist
misunderstands
Iraq situation
The following refers to Shelly
Glorioso 's commentary titled
"Results of war may not be positive," which appeared in the
Thursday, Feb. 6 edition of the
Herald.

I am writing in regards to the
piece of feminist, left-wing
propaganda that ran in the
Herald last week.
In the piece, the author laid
out why she thought the United

Recent forums hosted by the
Student Government
A$sociation have been ignored
by most students..

Oar'Vlewl

SGA should work harder to
build student interest in
campus issues.

at neighboring schools and take a more
active approach in fostering student
interest.
It's time to pound the pavement.
In the weeks prior to a forum, SGA
should deploy representatives to other
campus groups - Greek organizations,
Campus Activities Board, Baptist
Student Union and Minority Student
Support Services are just a few.
Begin the discussions by explaining
how a particular issue affects students.
Then gauge student interest, collect students' thoughts and tailor the forum
accordingly.
Such an approach would likely give
SGA a built-in and better-prepared audience. And as word spreads from these
groups to the rest of campus, forum
attendance should grow.
After all, there's nowhere to go but
up.
This editorial represents the majority
opinion of the Herald's JO-member
board of student editors.

States is pressing for a conflict
with Iraq.
There were many quotes that
represent a misunderstanding of
the Iraqi situation, starting with:
"It would be nice if President
Bush was simply ... giving its
people the freedom of speech,
the right to due process, and the
right to vote. But he's not."
In the last election in Iraq,
Saddam Hussein won 100 percent of the vote. There is a reason for that - no other candidates are allowed to run. Those
who speak out against him are

TO CARE ABOUT SOMETHING!
•Campus Parking
•Basketball Seating

•Food Services
•Organizational Aid

BUT YOU DON'T REALLY CARE, DO YOU?!??

tortured and executed.
It sounds to me like Bush is
giving the Iraqi people - especially the mistreated women the
writer supposedly cares about rights that they don't currently
enjoy.
Another troubling quote read:
"Going to war with Iraq will not
solve any problems." I suppose
the satellite photos showing missile factories and Iraqi defectors
telling us of mobile laboratories
that make biological weapons
are not enough to convince the
writer that something needs to

be done.
We have tried diplomacy
with Saddam Hussein for the last
ten years. It has gotten us
nowhere.
The writer's bashing of corporations and phony allegiance
to equal rights may make her
feel good about herself, but they
are far removed from the real situation at hand.
We are dealing with a madman who has weapons that could
destroy thousands.
Jason Stella
Shelbyville sophomore

Letters to the editor policy
The Herald encourages
♦ The Herald reserves the
readers to write letters on top- rrght to edit atl letters for
ics of p1.J:b1ic interest. Here are style, gra~mar, length and
a few guidelines:
clarity.
♦ Letters shouldn't be
Here's how to reach us,
more lhan 250 words.
♦ E·.tnail us at
♦ Letters :must include
hera1d@wkuherald.com.
your na:me1 phone number,
♦ Call us at 745-6291.
hometown and classification
♦ Fax us at 74.5-2697,
or title. Without it, they will
♦ :Visit tlie Herald office at
not be considered for publica.. l 22 , Gan:ett Conference
tioh.
Center.

Valentine's Day leaves SWF disgruntled
Well, folks. You have just three days
left.
Three days to hope Cupid shoots his
arrow in the direction of that beautiful
creature you so admire.
Three days to find the perfect stuffed
animal to express what's in your heart.
I'm fond of the purple gorilla I saw at
Walgreens. In his hand are the letters
L-O-V-E, and when you squeeze him, he
plays "Let's Get It On." You can't get
much cuter than that.
Not that I'd want to. That's because
I'm an intelligent, independent woman
(read: bitter, Valentine's Day-hating single).
You know the type. I'll be dressed in
black Friday. I hate Valentine's Day as

Stephenie King
much as Scrooge hated Christmas.
I was telling one of my coworkers
this. He said I get bent out of shape
because I don't have a boyfriend. Yeah,
right.
In fact, I'm glad I don't have a signif-

icant other when Feb. 14 rolls around. If I
did, I'd have to spend too much time
preparing. It's not like Christmas when I
can run to Wal-Mart at 10 p.m. on Dec.
24 to buy Dad a tie. There's way more to
it.
First off, if I had a boyfriend, I'd have
to find him a card. This would involve
standing in the greeting card aisle for two
hours, reading each card until I found the
perfect one: not too mushy, not too
thought-provoking.
After I found a card, I'd have to check
out the candy aisle. I'd have to wade
through the confused husbands deciding
if low-fat chocolate is a good thing to buy
and the seven-year-olds picking out just
the right colored lollipops to go with their

Valentines. (Weren't those the good old
days when you made your own cards and
the holiday was just a chance to inhale
glue?)
Once I had the card and candy, I'd
have to go home and pick an outfit,
because if I had a boyfriend, he'd be taking me out. And I'm not talking Taco
Bell. It'd be 440 all the way, or he wouldn't bother picking me up.
To acknowledge his kindness (and
tum the heads of the attractive single men
there), I'd want to look nice. This would
involve ironing my little red dress, which
would take an hour. (I iron once a semester, so I'm a little rusty.)
I'd also have to rehearse my facial
expressions. Odds are I'd be getting some

crappy trinket - just one more thing for
me to dust. (Not that I've cleaned my
apartment lately, but if I did, a 12-inch
crystal butterfly is definitely an obstacle
fo1: a dust rag.) I'd have to hide my disappomtment with just the right smile: not
too toothy, not too frigid.
!t's obvious my reasons for hating the
hohda~ are quite logical. Clearly, too
much tune and thought are required, even •
for the most basic celebration.
•
~orget the red dress and gracious
smile. C?me Friday, I'll embrace the
?lack fatigue and Valentine's Day-bashmg mantra.
. Step~enie King is an English/print
Journalism double major from Festus, Mo.
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Howwill the
loss of Chris
Marcus

affect the
men's

basketball
team?

•1 don't really know who Chris "They've done pretty
"Probably a lot. He was a
Marcus was, but I'm sure well without him while he strong player even after
he hurt his knee."
they'll make up for the loss,"
was out.·

Amanda Mitchell
Elizabethtown freshman

Konlka Malone
Louisville Junior

OerriCk WIiiiams
$attletown Junit:Jr

"The way our team has
played, if they loSe any.
one they are worse off."

Justin Cress
Florence freshman
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Prof honored for coverage Support group seeks members
BY KANDACE
SEBASTIAN

Herald reporter
A new award will join the
many plaques sprawled among
the office of broadcasting professor Terry Likes.
On Jan. 3 l, Likes was told
that he received ''The Best of
Festival" award from the
Broadcasting Education Association, a national organization
for students and faculty interested
in broadcasting. The award will
be presented to Likes on April 5
at the BEA conference in Las
Vegas.
He received the award for his
audio presentation about the
media coverage of Sept. 11, in
which he interviewed top
reporters around the country,
including NBC president Neil
Shapiro, ABC anchor Sam
Donaldson, 60 Minutes correspondent Steve Kroft, fonner
CNN and CBS reporter Deborah

Potter and Poynter Institute
Online Broadcasting Leader Al
Tompkins.
Likes said a major issue in the
media since the I990's is too
much coverage of some stories
such as the Monica Lewinsky/Bill Clinton affair.
"Joumalist5 have lost credibility over the years compared to the
days of Walter Cronkite," Likes
said.
The Sept. 11 tragedy marked a
prolific event for journalists in
the 21st century, he said.
Likes said his presentation,
''The Media Coverage of 9-11,"
was different from other news
coverage because it didn't focus
on the event but more on how the
media felt they covered it.
Broadcasting professor Bart
White said he was not surprised
about Likes receiving another
award for his accomplishments.
"He pursues goals until he
achieves them," White said.
"He's tireless in the pursuit of

student excellence in journalism."
Likes said doing the project
isn't about winning awards but
helping his students.
"It's nice to win an award, but
the emphasis is on the students,"
Likes said.
Students said Likes' interest in
his classes is evident.
Berea senior Tracey Anderkin
has Likes as her WKYU-TV
adviser. She has seen Likes' dedication firsthand promoting student excellence.
"He's very talented in what he
does. It is not a fluke. He
deserves everything that he
receives," Anderkin said.
Likes's "Media Coverage of
9-11" audio presentation aired
Sept. 6, 2002, on WKYU-FM,
and also in Chicago,. Washington
D.C. and the Kentucky News
Network syndications.

Reach Kandace Sebastian at
news@wkuherald.com.

BY MARLENE
BRUEGGEMANN

Herald reporter
College students who are
insecure about their body are no
longer alone.
Western's Counseling and
Testing center is offering a new
body image support group.
Betsy Pierce, a staff psychologist at Western's Counseling
and Testing center who leads the
group, said she noticed an
increase in body image problems with students who came to
the counseling center.
"I think [the support group] is
certainly needed," she said.
The focus of the group is student's self perception. Pierce
said that discussing one's body
image may lead to the discovery
of an eating disorder.
"We try to move from a distorted picture to a reality-based
picture of who we are," Pierce
said. ''The ultimate goal is to be

Show your sweet heart your love with a gi~ from . ..

ties when people are available to
come, Pierce said.
Nashville freshman Rachel
Pomeroy said students are more
inclined to talk to those they are
close to instead of going to a
support group of strangers.
But Pierce has not given up.
Later this month as part or the
National
Eating
Disorder
Awareness Week - the week of
Feb. 23 - the Counseling and
Testing center will set up a table
at Downing University Center
where students can be screened.
Pierce said she hopes this
wilJ further advertise the group
and raise awareness among students.
Many students agreed that
body image problems exist.
"It's a world that is strong in
sex and image," Louisville junior Marshall
Katz said.
"Everybody wants to fit that."

Reach Marlene Brueggemann
at news@wkuherald.com.

Universi~ Bookstore

"We've been hit by
Cupid's arrow!"
•Free Monogramming
and Engraving
•Order Early

happy with what we look like."
Pierce tried to start the group
last semester. Several meetings
were held, but attendance
dropped. Despite advertising for
the group this semester, no one
came to the first meeting Jan. 31.
Meetings arc on Fridays at 3
p.m. at the Counseling and
Testing Center in Potter Hall.
Pierce said there are several
reasons for the low attendance.
She said some people may
have problems admitting they
have body image issues. They
are often uncomfortable talking
with strangers about their concerns.
Since eating disorders are a
sensitive subject, Pierce said students who go to the counseling
center would have confidentiality. Those who would attend the
support group sessions would
use only their first names.
Being on a college campus
also makes it difficult to find a
time between classes and activi-
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·Phone: 1-800-444-5155 or 270-745-2466
·W~bsite: www.wku.edu/Info/Bookstore

Monday thru Friday 11 to 5
1231 Center Street • 796-8528
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Happy Valentine's Day!
Walk Ins Welcome

selected lotions

MONDAY - FRIDAY 8:30 - 7:00
SATURDAY 9:00 - 5:00
SUNDAY 1:00 - 6:00

Student advisory board in place
BY CLARE LOWTHER

Herald reporter

Amber Sigman/Herald

Bowling Green sophomore Melissa Grimes exits her class in the new trailer at South
Campus. The trailer was added to alleviate overcrowding.

Trailers add needed classrooms
South Campus enrollment
increase forces new additions
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
It's got that new classroom smell.
The scent is distinct and heavy - blanketing the
air and demanding attention. New carpet, new tables,
new chairs - new trailer.
The desks may not be traditional and the windows may be bare, but students and faculty are excited to have some relief from the crowding at the community college.
A new trailer has been settled next to the current
facility in order to accommodate the growth.
"We have more students than classes, and this
was a fairly fast way to acquire new classroom
space," Sherry Reid, interim dean of the community
college, said.
The new addition houses 18 classes a week. 1\vo
classes, each holding 25 people, can be held at the
same time. A wall divides the two separate rooms,
and each room has two doors leading outside.
A combination of general education courses and
developmental courses are held in the new building.
"Basically, we had 13 classrooms, one science
lab, and 2,100 students," said Barbara Johnston,
coordinator of enrollment services for the community college. "We just had to have a few more rooms."
There was originally opposition to the idea of a
trailer on campus, Johnston said. But after seeing the
windows, carpeting and individual heating and air
conditioning, people seem' to appreciate the new
addition.

Since 2000, the community college has experienced a 46 percent increase in students, with enrollment jumping from 1,451 students to 2,132. Classes
run from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. on weekdays and are
also held on Saturday.
Louisville freshman Faith Sea said some of her
classes at the community college are very full while
others only have about 15 people. She has algebra in
the new trailer.
"I think it's better outside [in the trailer]," Sea
said. "You don't have a lot of noise, and you're not
disturbed as much."
Other measures have been taken to accommodate
the extra bodies at the community college.
"We have scheduled classes early in the morning
and late at night to accommodate the growth,"
Provost Barbara Burch said. "This is just an effort to
ensure we have enough space for everyone."
To ease the crowding, some community college
students are attending Western classes at Bowling
Green Technical College this semester.
"Literally, we've been functioning with very little
space," Johnston said. "We've even borrowed space.
We teach classes anywhere we can find room, and
this will allow us to take care of the students we
already have."
Other small improvements may be on the way.
Plans may be in the works to permanently expand
the community college, but budget shortfalls have
put those plans on hold.
"We're going to be doing some work this spring
and summer to try to improve areas down there and
add some classrooms," Burch said. "But the question to whether that's going to be enough, I really
don't know."
Reach Jessica Sasseen
at news@wkuherald.com.

,,

Ma'Tretta Bush was looking
for a place where she could voice
her opinion.
Bush, a Radcliff junior, said
· she and other students at South
Campus were receiving little representation. She wanted to be a
part of an organization where she
could make a difference.
'We didn't have control over
anything," she said.
A year-and-a-half ago, Bush
decided to join the Student
Advisory Committee at the community college.
The advisory committee is the
brainchild of Quentin Hollis, an
assistant professor at the community college, and others. They
hoped to create something similar to the Student Government
Association that would give students at South Campus the
chance to participate in what was
happening at their school.
"I thought since we didn't
have much representation, this
would be our chance," said
Hollis, now one of the group's
advisers. "Some students just felt
out of the loop."
The Student Advisory Board
began meeting two-and-a-half
years ago.
The Student Advisory Board
is currently going through the

process of being officially recognized as an organization by the
University.
To do this, Bus~ wrote a c:d
stitution and official rul~s .
regulations for the or~amzau~n
and had them approved ,Y
Heather Strode, the board s
adviser.
.
.
Strode said the board LS wrutino on final approval from
Charley Pride, organization and
leadership coordinator for stu?ent
activities, and Howard Bailey,
dean of Student Life.
Every year, th~ Student
Advisory Board receives $3,000
from the University to use on
improving the quality of student
life and surroundings at South
Campus. They've helped provi~e
park benches, ash tray_s and a ~ig
screen television equipped wi th
cable for a lobby of the main
building. In the future, they ho~
to put televisions and clocks m
every classroom.
But Hollis said he hopes to do
more than just improve the physical surroundings.
"[Our goal] is mainly to esta~lish a strong, solid student advisory board that can advocate for
changes," he said. "We have a lot
of nontraditional students here,
and we want them to feel like
they are a part of something."
About 20 students cun-ently
participate in the organization.

Meetings are at 2 p.m. every
Wednesday in the commons area
at South Campus.
Strode said she hopes to
attract more students in the
future.
"It's open to,,any co~m~nity
college student, she said. 'We
have a lot of different students
(participating) ... We have nontra.
ditional students, as well as traditional."
Bush encourages all students
to join the organization or at least
attend meetings to fmd out what
is going on.
.
"Students can Just come and
listen and give their input without
joining," she said. "That's the
best way for us to know what
students want."
Strode emphasized that the
Student Advisory Board is not a
separate entity from the Student
Government Association on
Western 's main campus. SGA
members have been helpful with
the establishment of the Student
Advisory Board, Strode said. She
said the board hopes to send representatives to SGA meetings in
the future.
"I don't want there to be a se1>aration between us," she said.
"Our goal is to work together."
Reach Clare Lowther
at news@wkuherald.com.

RALLY: Educators to protest pay cuts
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PA6E

Warren County Education Association, said.
WCEA is providing five charter buses to help send about 500
supporters to Frankfort, Rabold
said.
House, who is student teaching at Natcher Elementary, said
her school could lose as many as
two certified teaching jobs next
year.
"I hope we can just show legislators that they need to increase
funding for education," she said.
Warren County Public Schools could lose as many as 60 certified teaching jobs from budget

cuts in the next fiscal year,
Rabold said.
Bowling Green City Schools
will send about 30 people to
Frankfort tomorrow, Linda
Livers, president of the Bowling
Green Education Association,
said .
"If we don't have funding for
our schools, what is going to happen to our students?" Livers said .
Western officials have said
saving public education from
state budget cuts could mean as
much as a six percent reduction
for higher education and as much
as nine percent for the following
fiscal year.

Steenbergen said their goal is
not to take away from Western
and its sister schools.
"What we are saying is that
there should be no cuts to education," Steenbergen said.
Kentucky's budget shortfall
for the current fiscal year has
been projected to be as much as
$400 million.
"We're not telling the legislature how to raise the revenue,"
Steenbergen said. "What we're
saying is the state needs revenue."
Reach Joseph Lord
at news@wkuherald.com.

Ogden & Robinson Speech Contest
The Ogden/Robinson Speech Contests, sponsored by the Department of
Communication, will be held on Tuesday, March 4, 2003 between the hours of
3:00 and 6:00 P.M. Winners receive $100 cash prize, a lovely plaque and will be
recognized at the annual Award's Program.
RULES:
1. The participant prepares and delivers an 8-1 O minute speech
2. Not more than 10% quoted material
3. No manuscripts, but limited notes can be used
4. Students will compete in two preliminary rounds with the top six
speakers advancing to a final round
5. Students may sign up on the office door of Cherry Hall--001
6. Students will be asked to leave their name, grade and phone number
7. This competition is open to·any undergraduate student regardless of
major
8. Winners of both contest (Ogden & Robinson) will be invited to speak
during Communication Week
9. The Ogden is open to freshman and sophomores while the Robinson
portion is open to juniors and seniors

For More Information About the
Ogden/Robinson Speech Contest call
Judy Woodring at the WKU Forensic
Office at 745-6340.
Sophomore, David Burns
Last Year's Ogden Winner

Notable

Contacta

• About 75 percent of those
that sign up for the Big
Brothers - Big Sisters program are big sisters.

diversions

Diversions editor Molly O'Connor:
Jeatures@wkuherald.com
Gen. assignments editor Mai Hoang:
herald@wkuherald.com
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aHanJ
Western students volunteer for
Big Brothers - Big Sisters
children between the ages of six
and 12.
The adults act as mentors to
A young girl stood at about the children, taking them places
five-feet tall, dressed neatly in
and doing things with them that
jeans and a bell-sleeved top. they wouldn't normally get to do.
Strapping on her size six bowlAccording to the organizaing shoes, she smiled up at her
tion, Big Brothers-Big Sisters is
"big sister."
a way of helping "at-risk" chilSamantha Jones, a Bowling dren deal with issues like low
Green sophomore, and 11-year- ·
self-esteem and poor school
old Tiosha are members of the performance.
Big Brothers-Big Sisters organ"I decided I had the time and
ization.
wanted to help my community,
While many people have
so I joined Big Brothers-Big
heard of the organization, relaSisters," Jones said.
tively few know what it is realShe was matched with
ly about. The most likely thing
Tiosha in October of 2002.
to pop into people's heads when
Jones, an only child, said
they hear the name is the annuTiosha has taught her many
al fund raiser "Bowl for Kids'
things.
Sake."
"She's shown me what it's like
"We fill up the alley every
to
have
a little sister," Jones said.
time we do this," said Amy
"She
has
totally changed me."
Rutledge, executive director for
Tiosha shares the sentiment.
Big Brothers-Big Sisters of
"She's really fun to be
South Central Kentucky.
around,"
Tiosha said.
The event that has been
According
to Jones, the two
going on for over 20 years
have
done
everything
from
raised around $7,000 last
painting
to
watching
movies
to
Tuesday night, which is more
feeding
ducks
at
the
local
parks.
than the event raised last year,
"She loves riding around in
Rutledge said.
But there's more to Big my convertible car," Jones said.
Brothers-Big Sisters than the fund "Tiosha's the kind of person
raiser. For some Western students, that you'd want to take around
to all your friends. She's very
the organization is a blessing.
Big Brothers-Big Sisters of well-mannered."
South Central Kentucky folTiosha will soon be moving
lows the nationwide plan to pair to Mississippi, leaving Jones
adults with "less fortunate" without a "little sister" to look
BY CASSIE RILEY

Herald reporter

,

Sun

Trevor Ti'rey/Herald

Tlosha and Western student Brittany Martel enjoyed the Big Brothers - Big Sisters Bowl for Kids' Sake fund raiser last week at
the Downing University Center. Over $7,000 was raised for the Big Brothers -Big Sisters organization.
after. Jones said she plans on
holding off for a while before
getting another one.
"She's touched my life so
much that I don't just want to
jump right in and get another
(little sister)," she said.
Although Tiosha is moving,
the two plan to stay in touch, with
Jones visiting whenever she can.
According to Rutledge, both
the adult and child get things
out of the program.
"It's a two-way street,"
Rutledge said.
While the child is given a role
model, the adult can get a sense
of fulfillment out of being a big
brother or big sister, she said.
That's just the case with
Western graduate Becky Pike
and her little sister, 12-year-old

Tue

Mon

Kristin.
"It really is relaxing," Pike
said. "It's kind of a break."
She and Kristin were
matched in June of 2002. The
two have done a number of
things in their seven months
together.
"We've gone shopping, to
Krystal, Lost River Caves, golfing," Kristin said with a grin.
"I think that I get as much
out of it as she does," Pike said.
"It's really rewarding."
Anybody can sign up to be a
big brother or big sister in
Bowling Green.
Program participants spend
two hours a week with the child
they're matched with.
"It's easy," Pike said. "Just
one night a week for a couple of

Wed

hours."
According to Rutledge,
about 75 percent of those that
sign up are big sisters, so brothers are in great need.
Having a little brother or sister also counts towards community service hours that some
classes and organizations
require.
Morgantown junior Sam
Hawes joined Big Brothers-Big
Sisters to get community service hours for his fraternity,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
While there were other ways
to tally the required hours,
Hawes said that he felt this was
the most fulfilling.
"I just thought it would be the
best way to make a positive
impact on the community," he
said.
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Hawes met his little brother,
12-year-old
Deshaun,
in
November of 2002.
"I went into it not knowing if
I'd like it," he said. "It's a little
awkward at first."
But Hawes said that he's
now closer to Deshaun and
wants to continue the program as long as he attends
Western.
"Many people who do it for
[community service hours] say
they walk away feeling like
they got more out of it than the
child did," Rutledge said.
Hawes agreed.
"It's just a good experience,"
he said.

22

21

20

Career DeyeJo1,ment
Series - Resumes that
Work.' R340 5:00p6 :00p
N~te Class - \. .., r
H1pH01>
\. :"l """
9:00p-12:00a
Wrestling-Nite Class
8:00p-9:00p

(I

26 27

Saturday
8:00a - 12:00 m
Sunday
8:00a - l l:00p

$3.00w/ID
$5.00 w/out I D ~

Nite Class Coffee House
9:00p-12:00a

e,·ft

J\f

s;J'

Wrestling-Nite Class
8:00p-9:00p

Looking for an affordable and ftm place to
hold your 11ext party?
Check out REDZ on
DUC's 4th floor.

REDZ Amateur DJ
Night - 4th Floor
8:00p-11:30p

$3.00w/ID
$5.00 w/out ID

~CJ

For info call
745-5793.
\·...t'-••...,·...,,!,•
~
28

~

REDZ Coming Home
Night - 4th Floor
8:00p•ll:45p

DUC

$3.00w/ID
$5.00 w/out ID

'--....-/
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Classes teach
•
•
ancient exercise
BY DEVINN
WINKLEMAN

Herald reporter
When it comes to health
care, Americans center their
well-being around pills, powders and liquids, but the
Chinese have a different remedy: taiji.
Taiji (tie-chee) concentrates on the focus of circulating the body's Qi (chee) energy, sometimes called the life
force or vital energy. Taiji can
be used for medical purposes,
and it is also a style of martial
arts.
This winter, theatre and
dance department head Scott
Stroot is teaching this art
form at the Preston Center.
Stroot said he teaches Taiji
because it gives him the
opportunity to keep up with
his own training and to
spread what he considers a
useful and healthy practice.
Stroot said that Taiji is a
form of Gigong, which is a
meditative method of manipulating and moving Qi around
the body to make a person
healthy.
"All of the postures and
the movements in Taiji are
based on the Qi flow, but they
also are blocks and kicks and
strikes and punches and take
downs," Stroot said.
Taiji is designed to
increase muscle balance,
coordination and flexibility
and reinforce the relationship
between the body's movement to the deeper, internal
'process of breath and circulation.
Stroot said that learning
Taiji takes as long as a person

wants to learn it and pr1\ctice
it. They can spend a lifetime
trying to perfect every stance
and every move within the
Taiji program.
Students taking the eightweek program had various
reasons for starting Taiji.
Cathy Palmer of Bowling
Green said she took Taiji
because she wanted to get off
the couch and be fit and
become a little more flexible.
She thought the class was
interesting so far.
"I did enjoy it and enjoyed
the way he teaches. You don't
feel threatened," Palmer said.
"I felt very good about the
fact that everybody can move
at their own level."
Palmer said she has also
taken yoga and enjoys taiji
more because of the constant
movement.
The Taiji program begins
with a series of warm-up
stretch exercises that are performed to ensure that there
will be no pain once the students practice the actual Taiji
exercises.
After the warm-up exercises have stretched the .body
and prepared it for Taiji, the
students center their bodies in
position.
Once the basic body alignment has been established,
the students can practice the
Taiji stances and hand forms
such as the Horse Stance, the
Tile Hand and the Sitting on
Cross Legs Stance.
During the class, Stroot
will teach some of the more
than 60 Taiji stances.
Reach De vinn Winkleman at
f eatures@ wkuhe raid. com.

Brian Leddy/ Herald
Instructor Scott Stroot demonstrates a series of Taiji exercises to his class. Taiji is an ancient Chinese exercise focusing
on controlled breathing and body movements which help distribute one's chi evenly t hroughout the body.

Yoga, hip-hop dance offered for a price
BY MEGAN ENGLE

Herald reporter
Preston has added fi ve new classes to their
line-up. The only difference - these classes
cost money.
The new classes are yoga, taiji, hip-hop
dancing, self-defense and swimming.
Fitness coordinator and yoga instructor
Michelle Young said these are not just basic
aerobics classes, but they are instructional programs.
The programs give people who are not
members of Preston Center a chance to take
classes. But since the attendees of the classes
will be non-members, Preston has to charge
for the service in advance.
Classes began on Jan. 22 with taiji, yoga
on Jan. 28 and self-defense on Feb. 4.

...
\ '

CULTURAL ENHANCEMENT SERIES 2002-03 PRESENTS

Hip-hop dancing will begin on April 7
with a cost of $30 for students, $35 for faculty
and $40 for the community.
Swimming will begin Feb. 24 with the
same costs.
The second yoga session will start April l
with a cost of $35 for students, $40 for faculty
and $45 for the community. All classes accept
Big Red Dollars.
Young said she had different people
request these classes by word of mouth.
''We did yoga last semester, and it was such
a huge success," Young said. "The selfdefense class was in session last summer, and
these seemed to draw in a mother and daughter crowd, so we brought it back again."
Yoga instructor Laura Hall said the classes
have been a success, with the majority in
attendance being from outside the community.

iii

THE SISTERS

Panel puts relationships
'l'HE,
in different light
BALTIMORE
CONSORT
Herald reporter

'

As part of the month-long celebration of African American culture, the African American studies department is offering a series
of lectures and discussions on
black love.
The first of these lectures,
"You, Me, She and He," looked at
African American relationships
on Westem's campus and in society at large.
The discussions are part of
Martha Sales' African American
experience class and were open to
all students.
"We wanted to motivate
awareness of African American
relationships," Sales said.
Sales Jed the discussion by
asking questions of the four students on the panel and then directing the questions to the general
audience.
After the panelists gave their
answers, the audience responded
to the questions and commented
on the answers.
Sales gave her opinion based
on what she saw on Westem's
campus. At the end of the lecture,
she gave advice to both the men
and women in the audience.
Sales stressed the importance
of co1'.1.mitment in relationships,

particularly in African American
relationships.
"[Committed relationships]
are important," Sales said. "They
are vital to our existence."
Sales said the cause of most
problems in student relationships
is that the average student is not
ready to be in one. At this point in
students' lives, they don't know
themselves well enough to know
what they want in another person,
she said.
"If you're asking for something you're not ready for, you're
going to get the short end of the
stick," Sales said.
Although the focus of the discussion was on relationships from
the African American perspective, the topic was general enough
to benefit all students.
"A lot of what was said was
about relationships, not race,"
said Burlington junior Brandy
Jackson. "It made you think about
yourself and how you dealt with
those things."
Sales said ~he thought the students learned more about themselves, as well as the point of
view of the opposite sex.
"I hope they grow from what
they learned," she said.

Reach Jocelyn Robinson at
features@wkuherald.com

Spfrit Mast:ers

Reach Megan Engle at
features@wkuherald.com.
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WESTERN
KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY

BY JOCELYN ROBINSON

"We have so many people new to yoga,"
she said. "It's just a nice experience, and yoga
is such a great exercise concentrating on
stretching, breathing and relaxing."
Young said the self-defense classes are
very beneficial.
" I' m not saying that this campus is a dangerous place, but you never know when you
might be put in a spot where you might need
to defend yourself," she said.
Young said there is always the potential to
b1ing in new classes to meet everyone's needs.
"We see what types of classes people are
interested in. That's where we got the idea to
bring in hip-hop," she said. "We never know
what ideas we might get."

OF
SIGMA KAPPA
CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO
SPRING INFORMAL RUSH
Tuesday 2/11

Garrett Rm 100
at 8:30

Wednesday 2/12

Sigma Kappa
House at 8:30

Thursday 2/13

Garrett Rm 100
at 8:30

The Baltimore Consort explores English, Scottish and French popular music of the
16th to 18th centuries, focusing on the relationship between folk and art music.

SIGMA KAPPA

VALENTINE DAY CONCERT
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY II,

SQJ19S11Y

7:30 P.M.

-

To Life--

VAN METER AUDITORIUM
Any questions call the Sigma Kappa
house at 793-0094

FREE ADMISSION

ATM

Announcing • • •

Become a Spirit Master
for 2003-04

lntegra's newest ATM is
now serving you at WKU.
\

'I

MILLTom.,

Located on campus outside the Bate
Shop, across from Diddle Arena.

Serving you with 3 locations in Bowling Green
1018 Chestnut 11960 Cave Mill Rd.
745-9436
393-1959
Activites include ...Alumni Events ...Presidential
Activities ...Community Events ... OAR. ..Student
Recruiting... Campus Tours ... Athletic Events

Applications Now Available
@ DUC & GCC Info. Desks
•DUC info table, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m., Feb. I 0- 13•
Informatio~ meetin Wednesda Feb. 19, DUC 349, 7 .m.

2003

I 2009 Scottsville Rd.
393-9277

WilUlrd's story: No one's perfect
BY ZA CH MILLS

Herald reporter

rm pec1

Carry Out Special

2Large
1 topping

1 Large
1 topping

$11.99

$6.99
Offer expires 2-13-2003
Valid only at Russellville Road location

Coupon Required.

Valid only at panicipating loc:llion3._Customer
pays all applicable (;O.lc-. tax. No1 valid with any
buy one get one free offer. One coupon per order.
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Sweetheart Special .,e
Buy your Sweetheart Dinner!

J

1 Large 1 Topping
& a Cinnapie

$5.99

$8.99

Offer expires 2-13-2003
Valid only at Russellville Road location

Offer expires 2-13-2003
Valid only at Russellville Road location

Dorm & Academic Buildings Only

Dorm & Academic Build ings Only

Coupon Required.

Valid only at panicip:uing locations. Customer
pay-; all applicable sales lax. Not valid with any
one get one free offer. One coupon per order.
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Coupon Required.
Valid only at participating locations. Cu-.tomcr
par, all applicable sale-. tax. Not \J:llid with any
y one get one free offer. One coupon per or

No one'~ perfect.
That's one of Megan Willard's
favorite lines. It's a phrase she
hopes to he!p the rest of the world
understand and embrace.
In fact, she's so serious about
those three words that she's chosen to dedicate her entire life and
career to helping people learn to
cope with that truth - no one's
perfect.
The Bardstown sophomore is
studying biology and hopes to
become a genetic counselor one
day. This career will involve
counseling couples who have a
family history of genetic disorders and are having or considering having children.
Willard's career might leave
her attempting to explain to
young couples, excited about
having children, the likelihood of
their children being born with
birth defects.
"You never know, because
sometimes people's genes just are
not compatible," Willard said.
"It's almost amazing how many
successful births there are when
you understand how many things
actually have to happen to go
right."
Willard's cousin Jenny has
recently sought the help of a
genetic counselor.
"My cousin got pregnant
recently, and they found out that
the baby's intestines were actually growing where [the baby's]
heart should be growing," she
said.
A doctor advised Willard's
cousin to see a genetic counselor.
It turned out that the birth defect
wasn't a genetic disorder, but it is
what Willard described as 'j ust a

► lreatures

WHAT'S YOUR STORY?
Megan W illard
freak mutation."
"They don't think it will survive," Willard said. "It's a really
sad situation to her, but she's
doing the best she can with iL"
Willard said the news was
very difficult for her cousin to
handle.
"It's kind of strange that all of
this happened," Willard said.
"She was so excited. When she
found out, she was devastated.
She said 'I can't just not try it,
'cause then I' II wonder for the
rest of my life.' She said it's not
fair to not give it a chance.
"Abortion was brought up, but
she doesn't want to abort,"
Willard said.
Despite the less than pe1fect
situation and the less than perfectly healthy baby growing
inside her cousin, Willard said
her cousin has a very optimistic
attitude. She even quoted her
cousin as saying, ''The little time
I do get to spend with the babyif any at all - that's a miracle."
Willard is inspired by her
cousin's determination and love
for her unborn child, and she also
shares in her grief.
"I can't imagine being her,"
Willard said. "She's carrying a
baby inside of her that she doesn't even know .. . is gonna live."
Although the unfortunate
news about her cousin's baby has
been difficult for family and

friends, it has helped solidify
Willard's desire to become a
genetic counselor.
"Life's too short to be sad and
not be happy, so I'll help the best
way I know how," she said.
Willard knows she will be
called into many tough situations
as a genetic counselor, situations
like her cousin's, but her motivation is to give hope to others and
do a lot of good.
A very painful subject for
Willard is a statistic she recently
heard a doctor give on television.
According to the doctor, there is
currently a 90 percent tendency
for people to abort babies with
Down Syndrome.
" I tl1ink people tend to give up
really easy," Willard said. "I think
that people should give situations
like that their best shot. With
abortion, it's like giving up. I
don't think that should be the
case as far as children are concerned."
As a genetic counselor,
Willard wants to show people
how to look at imperfections and
see beautiful potential. She wants
to show people how to cope with
imperfection and celebrate it.
"I don't want people to give
up on the things that they care
about," she said. "Childbirth is
the most important thing two
people can do together. People
want their perfect lives, and that's
fictitious. Sometimes the imperfections are the best part."
Each week, 'Zach picks a random
person from the student directory
and calls them to ask, "What '.5
Your Story?" His series runs
every Tuesday. 'Zach can be
reached at features @wkuherald.com.
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Concert date
announced
Sylvia Kersenbaum wi ll
kick off her concert series at 3
p.m. Sunday in Yan Meter
Auditorium with the first of
nine recitals in honor of

Beethoven's 32 Piano Sonatas.
Admission is $5 at the door.
Proceeds will go towards a
music scholarship fund.

Show at planetarium

be
playi ng
at
Hardin
Planetarium on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Sundays from
Feb. 18 to March 20. Show
times are Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. and
Sundays at 2:30 p.m.
- Molly O'Connor

The show "Robot Eyes" will

Over
O reasons
to call Insight now.
Basic & Classic Service
2 Public Access/
Home Shopping Network
3 Local Government Access
4 WLKY-CBS (Louisville)
5 Local Origination
6 BGTV-6
7 WNKY-NBC (Bowling Green)
8 WZTV-FOX (Nashville)
9 WBKO-ABC (Bowling Green)
10 WTVF-CBS (Nashville)
11 WKYU-WKU (Bowling Green)
12 WBWG-WB (Bowling Green)
13 Local Educational Access
14 HBO"
15 ESPN 2
16 The Disney Channel
1 7 TBS Superstation
18 C-SPAN 2
19 TNT
20 The Discovery Channel
21 TV Guide Channel
22 C-SPAN
23 WNPT-PBS (Nashville)
24 WGN
25 Local Religious Access &
INSP
26 WKGB-KET (Bowling Green)
27 FX
28 QVC
29 Trinity Broadcasting Network
30 WUXP-UPN (Nashville)
31 Pax TV
32 National Geographic Channel
33 Eternal Word TV Network
34 American Movie Classics
35 CNBC
36 MSNBC
37 VH-1
38 The Weather Channel
39 A & E
40 USA
41 Country Music TV

42 Nickelodeon
43 The Nat ional Network
44 CNN
45 ESPN
46 Lifetime
4 7 The Learning Channel
48 MTV
49 ABC Family Channel
SO BET
51 El Entertainment
52 FOX Sports Net Ohio
53 Animal Planet
54 FOX News Channel
55 Home & Garden TV
56 FOX Sports Net South
5 7 The Sampler Channel
58 Univision
59 Food Network
60 Comedy Central
61 Cartoon Network
62 Court TV
63 The History Channel
64 The Travel Channel
65 CNN Headline News
66 HB02"
67 HBO Signature"
68 Cinemax"
69 Encore"
70 TV Guide Channel
71 Starz!"
72 Showtime"
73 Showtime Too"
7 4 The Movie Channel"
75·78 iNDEMAND PPV"

Sports & Lifestyle Pak
100 Bloomberg
101 Nick Games & Sports
102 style
103 ESPNews
105 FOX Sports World
106 ESPN Classic
107 Golf Channel
108 Outdoor Life

504 Modern Country
244 Showtime Beyond West"
1 79 GoodLife TV
109 Speed Channel
SOS Alternative Rock
245 The Movie Channel"
180 Trio
110 Outdoor Channel
506 Adult Contemporary
246 The Movie Channel Xtra"
182 Toon Disney
111 BET on Jazz
507 Contemporary Christian
247 The Movie Channel West"
183 BBC America
112 Game Show Network
508 Rock & Roll Oldies
248 The Movie Channel Xtra
184 Biography
113 Much Music
West"
509 Classic Rock
185 The Health Channel
114 MTV 2
249 Flix"
510 Urban Beat
186 Noggin
115 MTV Jams
511 Coffeehouse Rock
187 International Channel 250 Flix West"
116 VH-1 Classic Rock
'261 Starz!"
512 Dance
188 VH-1 Country
117 VH-1 Soul
262 Starz! Theatre"
513 Trends
118 History Channel International 189 Sci-Fi
263 Black Starz!"
514 Album Rock
190 TV Land
119 TechTV
264
Starz!
West"
515 Hard Rock
120 G4
Premium Channels
266 Starz! Family"
516 80's Hits
201 HBO"
Movie Pak
267 Starzl Cinema"
517 70's Hits
202 HB02"
140 Encore
268 Starz! Cinema West"
518 Classic R&B
203 HBO Signature"
141 Encore West
S 19 Traditional Country
Pay-Per-View
204 HBO Family"
142 Encore Action
520 Soft Hits
400 PPV Previews
205 HBO Comedy"
143 Encore Action West
521 Symphonic
401·434 Insight iNDEMAND
206 HBO Zone"
144 Encore Mystery
522 Acid Jazz
PPV
207 HBO Latino"
145 Encore Mystery West
523 Big Band/Swing
435· 436 Adult PPV
208 HBO West"
146 Encore Love Stories
524 Smooth Jazz
437
Urban
Xtra
PPV
147 Encore Love Stories West 209 HB02 West"
525 New Age
438·439
Adult
PPV
210 HBO Signature West"
148 Encore True Stories
526 Holidays & Happenings
440 ESPNow PPV
211 HBO Family West"
149 Encore True Stories West
527 Great Standards
441·446
ESPN
Sports
PPV
214 HBO Latino West"
150 Encore Westerns
528 Upbeat Oldies
449 ESPN Sports PPV
221 Cinemax"
151 Encore Westerns West
529 Reggae
152 Independent Film Channel 222 MoreMAX"
Digital Music
530 Children's
223 ActionMAX"
153 Lifetime Movie Network
501 Ute Classical
531 Urban Adult
224 ThrillerMAX"
Contemporary
502 Jazz Vocal Blends
154 Women's Entertainment
225 Cinemax West"
532 Rap
503 Hottest Hits
155 FOX Movie Channel
226 MoreMAX West"
533 Classic Jazz
156 Turner Classic Movies
227 ActionMAX West"
534 Blues
157 Bravo
228 WMAX"
535 Gospel
158 Sundance Channel
229 5 Star MAX"
159 Sundance Channel West
LocalSource - Exclusive!
230 OuterMAX"
What if you could touch your
Family Pak
235 Showtime"
remote and take a tour of
171 Ovation
236 Showtime Too"
Bowling Green? Now you
172 Discovery Kids
237 Showtlme Showcase"
can with LocalSource! Find
173 The Science Channel
238 Showtime West"
a restaurant, check out local
174 Discovery Home & Leisure 239 Showtime Too West"
events and even get your
175 Discovery Civilization
240 Showtime Showcase West"
horoscope right on your TV.
176 Dii.covery Health
241 Showtime Extreme"
177 Discovery Wings
242 Showtlme Extreme West"
178 I-Life TV
H Indicates Premium Channels
243 Showtime Beyond"

Not reason enough? Well, with Insight Digital, you'll also get an on-screen program guide that makes
channel surfing a breeze. Plus, there's a great installation offer going on now. Once you have Insight
Digital, yo u' ll wonder how you ever got along without it.

Call

782-0903

now!

Cerlain reslrictians may apply. © 2002 lnsighl Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Lady Toppers survive dose call
BY

J.

February I l , 2003

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
The Lady Toppers played
Diddle Arena 'Survivor' Saturday night - without a tribal
council or a$ I million purse.
Down by five with 2 minutes,
13 seconds remaining against
North Texas, Western clawed
back, winning 89-85 in overtime.
It was about survival against
the Lady Eagles.
The Lady Toppers forced
overtime, despite shooting 33
percent from the field.
It was about survival when
senior forward Shala Reese started the second half after missing
the final five minutes of the first
20 minutes with a twisted ankle.
Reese finished with a careerhigh 31 points, one better than
her performance against Denver
last Wednesday.
It was about survival when
Elizabethtown senior, Kristina
Covington, ran off the court at the
beginning of overtime, vomited,
and returned to finish the game.
Two other Lady Toppers also
fought injury.
Leah Lineberry, Calvert City,
struggled with the flu while fellow junior Elisha Ford, Lebanon
Tenn., didn't dress due to bronchitis.
Head coach Mary Taylor
Cowles said her team won
because of its composure.

"We're still making mistakes
at the defensive end, we're still
making mistakes at the offensive
end," Cowles said. "But our composure about it - we don't drop
our heads about it, we don't sulk
about it for the next three possessions."
The Lady Toppers started the
game on a 6-0 run but fell behind
I0-8 by the 16:29 mark. The
teams continued to battle for
much of the half.
Then fear struck.
Reese, who was well on her
way to a first half double-double,
was trailing on a fa~t break with
5:24 remaining. She slowed up
suddenly, grabbed her leg and
began wincing in pain.
It looked bad as Reese was
helped off the floor.
"I don't know how it happened," said Reese, who also finished with 14 rebounds. "I was
trailing the play, not even
involved, and rolled over some
girl's ankle."
Reese remained out for the
rest of the half, but entered the
second 20 minutes with a
vengeance.
Her post-move and lay-up
with IO seconds left tied the
game at 74 and forced overtime.
Fellow Lady Topper Leslie
Logsdon, a junior guard, also got
in the action, finishing the game
with 29 points - including the

last eight points in overtime,
bringing Western back from a
four point deficit.
Logsdon also tied the school
record for three pointers in a
game - seven - set by Natalie
Powers.
North Tcxa~ shot 47 percent
from the field and finished with
four players in double-digit scoring.
Center Vilma Grismanau
skaite, a senior from Sialia1,
Lithuania, ruled the paint, rack
ing up 22 points and six
rebounds.
But the Lady Toppers found a
way, frustrating the Lady Eagles
at crucial moments, sending their
visitors quickly to the bus after
the game's final horn.
"They shot the ball well,"
Logsdon said. "In the end, we
took it at them. We did what we
needed to do to win the game.
We put all of our injuries and all
of our sickness behind us."
But the talk Saturday night
focused on the Lady Toppers'
will and survival.
"We didn't quit," Reese said.
"We didn't give up. We hit the
big shots, we made some crucial
stops and we just kept playing.
We always thought we were
going to win the game."

Reach J. Michael Moore
at sports@wkuherald.com.
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Valentine's Dav
Balloon Deliverv
Balloon bouquets will be delivered
to main campus buildings.

Hurry in to reserve your
delivery space.

ONlY $10.99 +tax
includes standard balloon bouquet
and free delivery.

Orders must be placed by
Wed. Feb. 12. Balloons must
be paid for at the time of
order. (NO delivery time requests honored)
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Runner sets record at Indiana
BY

that she would break that mark
by three minutes.
It made her the new school
record-holder with a 2: 13.85
time.
'T m surprised and happy,"
Nichols said. "J never thought I'd
break a school record in the 800
because J didn't run it that much
in high school and college."
Nichols was also involved in
another school record
this
tin:ie, the dist~ncc medley relay.
With sophomore Boni ta Paul,
senior Janette Pike and freshman
Shanca Wilson running before
her, Nichols anchored the relay
with a record-breaking performance with a 12:01.19 time.
"A II three before me ran great
and put me in a good position to
win the relay," Nichols said.
Brown showcased his talent,
placing third in the long jump
along with his first-place win in
the 200-meter dash.
"Brown is quite versatile,"
Long said. "These are good
experiences for him in the long
jump and good competition."
The throwing team did not
perform as well as they did last
weekend, when they broke three
school records, but managed to
remain strong in the competition.
Sophomore Raigo Toompuu

AMBER NORTH

Herald reporter
After competing its last two
meets at Middle Tennessee State
University, the Hilltopper track
team finally got to face a variety
of tough adversaries.
The team traveled to
Bloomington, Ind ., to participate
at the Indiana Invitational , which
included trad itionally strong
track and field schools such as
Big Ten powerhouses Indiana
University and Purdue as well as
perennial Southern Conference
favorites Western Carolina
University and the University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga.
"It's the best competition
we've run all year," head coach
Curtiss Long said.
There wcren 't many first
place winners, with sophomore
sprinter Jonathon Brown being
the only one in the 200-meter
dash. Without the senior leadership of Olga Cron in, who was
out due to an academic assignment in Chicago, the women's
distance runners had to step up.
And they did j ust that.
Sophomore Cara Nichols
wanted to improve on her personal best in the 800-meter run
with a time of 2 minutes, 16.74
seconds. What she didn't know is

i-. still performing a little sub-par
with his wrist and ribs injuries,
Long said. He also said it is good
to see freshman Kristo Galeta
overcome two bad attempts and
come through on the third toss in
the weight throws. Galeta placed
13th overall.
With the Sun Belt Conference
championship just three weeks
away. the team is training to be at
its best level for the title.
The team wi ll split to have its
final meet at the Butler Canon
Classic in Indianapolis, Ind., on
Friday and Saturday and at the
MTSU Classic on Saturday.
The team is splitting to give
an opportunity for Brown to
compete on a large track so he
can get accustomed to its track's
curve and prepare for the finals.
Another reason is that Butler
has running events such as the
5,000-meter run and the distance
medley relay.
With this, Long said he hopes
to have performers run qualifying times to earn them seats in
the conference championships.
"We'll continue to run people
in events and hopefully put the
picture in focus," Long said.
Reach Amber North :u
!,ports@wkuherald.com.

Anniversarv Sale
Saturdav, Februarv 15th
Special Appearance By

Vince Tavlor

Large selection of Valentines
Day gifts, stuffed animals and
Elizabeth Kaiser chocolates
also available.

12:00-3:00 pm
• Five Time Mr. Olympia
• World Record of 22 IFBB Titles

0
I

Buy One Item at Regular
Price, Receive the
Second Item of Equal or
Lesser Value for 1/2 Off.
Sale 11, m and Promotooal llems EXCiuded.

~-----------------------·
1689 Campbell Ln. • 846-4200

University Bookstore
Regular store hours Mon-Fri 7:30am~7pm Sat 10am~2pm
Online store now open ~4 hours/7 days a week
www.wku.edu/Info/Bookstore

phone 270-745-2466

BOWLING GREEN'S

The
Best
Pizzas
Under
One
Roof!™

Serving WKU & Vicinity:
1200 Smallhouse Road
781-9898
Dine-in, Carryout
& Delivery: ·
2631 Scottsville Road
782-9056
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Add cheese to your br~stocks for S1 morel
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** Next to Hollywood Video **
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Two: Roommates, teammates

STRANGER THINGS
HAVE SOLD·

perfect pair for Lady Tops
CorHlllUfD FROM BACK PAGE

funny because life is too short to
be serious.
For them it would seem
laughter comes natural and is
one of the best ways to relieve
the stress of homework, travel
and college basketball.
"There are so many things in
life that can be so serious,"
Diggins said. "So, we make the
simple things in life funny. It
could be something that someone says or does that is so stupid
that most people won't even
laugh about, but we laugh about
it.
"I think laughter is a good
thing."
Diggins and Porter-Talbert
may light up a room, but they
can also send one crashing down
with their hijinx.
The action can be too much
for some.
"Most of the time, when
they're together, there's too
much going on at one time,"
Covington said. "You have to
get away and focus, then you
can come back. They fight like
sisters. They wrestle, they smash
each other. It's crazy."
As a freshman, Porter-Talbert
is facing her own set of difficul-

ties in and out of the classroom.
She is far from her
Manhattan Beach, Calif., home
and has had to learn the pointguard position from scratch.
Not to mention classes.
With so much going on, getting up in the morning is often a
struggle.
"We just like having fun, and
that's what life is about," PorterTalbert said. "It used to be hard
to get up in the morning because
we have breakfast checks. But,
if you're going to do it, you
might as well get up and be
happy about it."

Family ties
Diggins and Porter-Talbert
rely on faith and the occasional
family member to cheer them
up.
Diggins said it's not uncommon for the two to pray about a
problem before turning to each
other for added advice.
As for family, college is the
ultimate separation.
Porter-Talbert's mother has
been to many games. Her stepfather works for an airline, making
travel a little easier. But she also
has a large extended family that
sometimes find their way to
games.

FOR RENT

SPRING BREAK

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

Small efficiency apartment
at 710 Cabell. Some utilities
paid. $225/mo. Call 781-8307.

...............

3 bdrm, 1 bath - dishwasher,
ample parking, gas , heat/ central air. Near WKU, deposit
required. $495/mo. + utilities.

782-1340

•••••••••••••••
Large 1 bdrm apt.
$250/mo. +deposit.All
utilities paid except electric.
No pets. Call 782-3556,

791-7354 or 563-2012.

•••••••••••••••
Rooms for rent 6 miles
from B .G. Secluded 6000 sq.
ft. log home. Two bathrooms,
share kitchen. Call 842-2631.

•••••••••••••••
2 bdrm: nice, clean, block to
WKU, dishwasher,washer/
dryer hookup, mini blinds,
ceiling fans, carpeted. Cableready, off-street parking with
security lights. No pets.
References, deposit required.
Rental agreement,6-12 months
$380/mo .842-0427

•••••••••••••••

SPRING BREAK
'

•••••••••••••••
SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279 5 Days, Includes 10
Free Meals, Free Parties &
Drink Specials! Incl. Port,
Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel.com

1.800.678.6386

•••••••••••••••
Spring Break Panama Beach
"Summit" Condos next to
Lavela & Spinnaker Clubs.
Discount rates.

(404) 355-9637

•••••••••••••••
***ACT NOW!

America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips, earn cash,
Travel Free. Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

•••••••••••••••

800-838-8203

Spring Break 2003 with STS

SPRING BREAK Cancun,

•••••••••••••••

Panama City, Daytona &
South Beach. Free parties &
drinks! Best hotelslowest prices!
www.breakerstravel.com

Buy • Tanning Package for Yo

Sweetheart.
All Paok19•1 Add On• ''" Vlalt Ttlrouth F•~na•rv 14th.

10'4 off Hit, Product.
Gift c,rtmc•te• A~lt.bt•

.......,_

OnC.mpu1
Ground FIQOf

~

• ~ I OtQ,,8
f ~ lO•S
~ l 01tt4

BltuRunnt,
Nut~ Batte Shop

'145•6165

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

HAIRCUTS $3
Guys/ Gals w/ WKU i.d.

Local Law Firm seeking a

Part-time positions in spring,
full time in summer. Flexible
hours, competitive wages, fun
environment. Biology/
Chemlstry or pool experience
helpful. Apply in person on
Mon., Tues. or Friday between
9a.m.- 4 p.m. at Aqualand
Pools. 1260 Campbell
Lane, B.G., KY.

Get paid for your opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!

•••••••••••••••

LAW CLERK: Excellent for

SUMMER CAMP JOBS:

WKU student, year round
part-time position at The Law
Office of Flora Templeton
Stuart. Send resume &
transcript to: 607 East
10th Ave. Bowling Green,
KY 4Z101

...............

HELP WANTED

1.800.678 .6386

~

w-

HELP WANTED

•••••••••••••••
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort
$199 Includes
7 nights Hotel, 6 Free Parties!
24 Hours Free Drinks! Cancun
& Jamaica! From $459
www.springbreaktravel.com

IZ2 GARRETT CONFERfiNCf. C ENT ER
FOR INl'ORMt\TlON CALL 74 5-26~3

MISC

South Central Barber College.
No appt. necessary. 332
College St.(1270)182-3261

SPRING BREAK!

CLASSIFIEDS

Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com.

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun , Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida! Best Parties ,
Best Hotels, Best Prices!
Space is limited! Hurry up &
Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Last chance to guarantee the
best SPRING BREAK
PRICES to all destinations.
Reps Needed, TRAVEL
FREE, EARN $$$
Group Discounts for 6+.
www.leisuretours.com/

•••••••••••••••

Diggins may be the older of
the two, but she has become the
adopted sister of her roommate's
family, since she rarely sees her
own in Des Moines, Wash.
"I call her mom 'Mamma
Porter' and I call her grandma
'Grandma'," Diggins said.
"With Tif's family, everybody is
so loving and caring. It's obvious that you're going to want to
go out and be around them,
because they're such kind people."
Porter-Talbert said she relies
on her roommate, who has been
a driving force ever since she
arrived at Western in August.
"I've always wanted a sister,"
she said. "Tiffiany is like a big
sister to me. She notices I might
have had a bad day or a bad
practice, and she'll write me a
note about it. One of those notes
had a quote saying: ' Some succeed because they are destined
to and some succeed because
they are determined to.'
"I'm really glad we are roommates."
The people that watch them
play basketball are glad they are
teammates.

COLLEGE HEIGJffS HERALD

...............

•••••••••••••••
SANTA FE Hiring Servers!
Flexible availability. College
students welcome. Part-time &
ful) time hrs. Apply in person.
Mon. -Thurs. 2-4 p.m.

•••••••••••••••
Up to $500/wk preparing
mailings, part-time. Not sales.
Can fit your schedule.
Call (626)294-3215.

•••••••••••••••
Help Wanted: Apartment
painting, remodeling, pool and
grounds maintenance. Parttime, flexible hours. $7/hr.

320-4853

...............

Part-Time Receptionist
Position. Hours:
3:00-6:30, PM Monday- Friday
.9:00 AM-1 :00 PM Saturday.
*Plus be able to work
Full-time during the summer.
Please Send Resume to
P.O. Box 3100 Bowling
Green , KY 42102

...............

Get fit.
Get paid.

*Part Time Work
*Career Training
*College/Vo-Tech
Tuition Assistance

YOU CAN
make a difference!
1-800-GO-GUA RD

or
www. I 800GoGuard.com

KY Army
National Guard

•••••••••••••••
Area horse farm needs
part-time barn help. Horse
experience helpful, but not
necessary. Call 779-3626.

•••••••••••••••

Help girls grow strong, make
lifelong friends & kayak in
your free time! Girlscouts of
Kentuckiana hiring for Bear
Creek Aquatic Camp (KY
Lake) & Camp Pennyroyal
(Western KY), Boating
Director, Waterfront Director
(WSI), Lifeguards, Arts &
Crafts Director, General
Counselors, Health Supervisor,
Kitchen Staff. Great benefits,
fun traditions & playful
atmosphere! Apply online at
www.kygirlscoutcamps.org or
call 1-888-771-5170 ext. 234.

For part-ti me Package
Handlers at FedE.x0
Ground. it's like a paid
workout. The work's
demanding, but the
rewards are big. Come
join our team. get a
weekly paycheck, tuition
assi stance and break a
sweat with the nation·s
package delivery leader.

•••••••••••••••
DON'T WASTE
TALENT ON
PART TIME
.JOBS WITH BAD
HRS&PAY

www.surveydollars.com

•••••••••••••••
Southland Family Club
seeking POOL MANAGER
for 2003 swim season.
Send resume to Box 601
BG, KY 42102-0601.

...............
...............

www.wkuherald.com

•••••••••••••••

Attorney at Law
728 Chestnut Street

(270) 782-1744

1-800-293-3985 ext. 214

This is an advertisement.

•••••••••••••••

•Tuesday - Saturday
3AM to 8AM
•$7.25/hr. to start

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs• Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester with a8roven
Campus Fundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. ur programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www,campusfundraiser.com

Tum in applications:
12-4 Tues.-Thurs. at

FedEx Ground
11\bmen end m,nor/t1es ere
enco11rege/J to }om the team

fedex.com/us/careers

DAVID RAHM

Bartender trainees needed.
$250/day potential.
Local positions.

Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 Ibs.
• Abihtyto load, unload,
sort packages

..•..•.•.........•.•........•.•........•...•.•...........••........
: HOSPITALITY INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE!
Resort Activities, Front Office, Food Service, & Golf

~-

E• l ,: •

Mrytle Beach, SC; Orlando, FL; Hilton Head, SC
Wanted: Enthusiastic students to train in the hospitality industry and
receive professional certification! Compensation package includes:
housing, utilities, monthly stipend, socials, cultural nights,
and training center!

Grouoo

Fax or email your resume, cover letter, and references to

(800) 575-2026

843-903-5280 or jgross@americanhospitalityacademy.com

•••••••••••••••

to set up a phone interview .
Phone: 1-888-859-5293

.

www.AmericanHospitalityAcademy.com

:

...................................................................

Sllasb Tours

I

ove lines

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

9A2&.mo www.sas.in11t1m.et111

...$5 for 15 powerful word$

Now Hiring FIVE Part-Time Drivers
To Work Evening Shifts
• Earn up to $15 per hour
with mileage & tips

Place your order

by4:00

Applicants must be 18 or
older and have a dependable
car with insurance.

TODAY!
k,,,~~,ae J-l;,IOHTS HERALD

• Take CASH home daily!

•SOtml PADBE ISLAID•
•PWMA CITYBUCH•
•STIAMBOAT •

•BUCKDBJDGE •
•DAYTONABIACJI •VAIL•

www.sunchase.com
1,800,IJllCQSI

COI.LI:01: l!HGIITS HERAt.n

LASSIFIEL)S
122 GARRETT
CONFERENCE CENTER
FOR !NFORMA TION

• Flexible Hours
• Meal Discounts

Apply in person Wednesday
through Sunday after 4:30 PM
at Domino's Pizza:

2201 Stonehenge Ave.

.,,11••·
o•• Tuesdays@ 4
\

Fridays@ 4
745-2653

(Just off of Veteran's Memorial
• Advancement Opportunities Blvd. near the Water Park)

CALL 745-2653

I

745-26$3
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Special

TOPS: Videnov
posts career-high 20

Sweet & Sour Chicken

$4.50

1475 Kentucky St.
Open Daily 11 am-1 0pm

782-5429

• Now tak'mg appomtments
·
for new patients

good job on him," Felton said.
"Most of them he got by just putting his head down and barreling
toward the basket, and he got a lot
of calls go his way down the
stretch."
Davis scored 12 of his 30 from
the line going 12-16 from the
charity stripe.
The Toppers were lead offensively by senior Filip Videnov's
career-high 20 points.
"For some reason, this year I
?ave felt more confident shooting
mother people's gyms," Videnov
said. "I just let the shots come to
me."
The Toppers have played five
games in 10 days and are now in

• Office hours are Monday - Friday, 9 am - 5 pm
• All ages accepted--infancy to geriatrics

► Spo1U

One Doctor's Specialty.
Introducing Dr. Tim L
.
originally from Sco~tng'. your whole farruly's family doctor,
Allen County-Scottsvi11:v1l~e, Kentucky, and a gradu~te of .
Bachelors degr fr
High School. Dr. Long received his
his M D f
th ee . om Western Kentucky University and
• . rom e Urn
·
Dr. Long provid h v~rs1ty of Louisville School of Medicine.
es ospi~al care at both The Medical Center and
Greenview Regional Hospital.

Dr. Tim Long

[tJJf1filD

Private Family Practice
1212 Ashley Circle, Suite 5
Ford Plaza • Bowling Green, Kentucky

270.746.5455

Bea.ch Party on the Border!
1· 800-SOPADRt:

www.springbreak.sopadre.com

merican Academy of Family Practice

,---- For up to the minute footage check out www.WKUHERALD.com

the midst of a four-day break.
"Today was the first time in
about two weeks that we have had
a chance to evaluate oun;elves
and work at improving our own
game," Felton said. 'That's why
I'm so tickled to go through that
stretch at 4-1. We never had time
to look at what we were doing
and look at what we could do better."
Senior David Boyden said the
team is starting to feel more comfo1table away from Diddle Arena.
"We're starting to feel confident that we can win on the road
consistently," he said. "It was a
good team win for us."

Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
sports@wkuherald.com.

ei

Women's soccer coach
Jason Neidell announced his
fall 2003 recruiting class
recently.
Jenna Silverberg is a fouryear Jetterwinner at Nease
High School in Jacksonville,
Fla., Silverberg was named the
Florida Times Union player of
the year in 2002.
Kim Wilkowski is four-year
letterwinner at Ralph H. Poteet
High School in Mesquite,
Texas, where she is also a
three-time all-district selection.
Defender Tara Tidwell is a

four-time team MVP and alldistrict selection at Hillwood
High School in Nashville
Goalkeeper Emily Suiter
posted 24 career shutouts,
while averaging 19 saves per
game this past fall at Cape
High
School
in
Fort
Campbell.
Lauren Carstens is a threeyear letterwinner at Lakota
East High School in West
Chester, Ohio, and was an allGreater Miami Conference
selection this past season.
- Kyle Hightower

RILL
1265 College Street
Bowling Green, KY 42101
796-4001

Live Entertainment Nightly!

Thursday Night

Show Your Letters!
Prove you're greek & pay only s51
All you care to drink wells, draft, & wine!
The fraternity & sorority with the most
members to sign in by midnight will be
awarded their own VIP ''mixer''!.

The New Place To Be Seen!
Have You Been Seen Lately?

Contact:

Notable
• Senior Tiffiany Diggins is the
tallest player on the Lady Topper
basketball team, while freshman
Tiffany Porter-Talbert is the second-shortest.

Sports editor Kyle Hightower:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Price Chambers:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Scouts .unsure of Marcus' NBA potential
Former center to rehab
for camps
BY DANNY SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter
Chris Marcus wa-;n't supposed to be a
Hilltopper this season.
Nor was he supposed to be living in
the Bluegrass State.
And now he's not doing either.

After last season's injury-plagued
campaign, Marcus declared for the
National Basketball Association draft. He
later decided to wiU1draw and return to
school.
Coach Dennis Felton said earlier this
season that he was somewhat disappointed Chris retumed.
"He was supposed to be playing in the
NBA this season," Felton said.
Marcus had a master plan about how
his career would unfold into the NBA.
But nothing has gone according to

plan.
he loved playing and loved his time here Ryan Blake, the NBA's assistant director
Westcm ba-;ketball has been ofiicialJy on and off the court. So just having him of scouting. "His focus, of course, has to
without Chris Marcus for seven days. But be patt of Westem Kentucky was huge really be on rehab. But he shouldn't risk
coming back too early."
for those inside the Topper program, U1e for us.''
The rest of the Toppers are finalJy getMarcus is now living in his hometown
post-Marcus era began long before tl1at
ting
to push towards the ~st season withand the 15-8 Toppers have essentially of Chru'lotte, N .C., rehabilitating his
out
their
former All-Amencan center.
injured foot.
been Marcus-less all season.
"I
feel
really good having endured
lie
will
try
to
be
ready
for
Ule
He chipped in only 12 points and 12
everyiliing
we've endured tllis season,"
Portsmouth
Invitational
in
Portsmouth,
rebounds in four games.
"He definitely will be missed, and Va. The tournament is only open to sen- Boyden said.
hopefully he will recover to 100 percent," iors and is used as a means for NBA
Reach Danny Schoenbaechler at
senior David Boyden said. "Even Ulough scouts to evaluate talent.
sports@wkuherald.com.
"He
hasn't
been
seen
in
a
year,"
said
things didn't work out this season, I know

Tops pin
North
Texas
BY DANNY
SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald ,-eporter

Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
Freshman guard Tiffany Porter-Talbert of Manhattan Beach, Calif., and senior center Tiffiany Diggins of Des Moines, Wash., share a laugh 9fter practice at
Diddle Arena. Roommates as welll as teammates, the charisma and camraderie the two share follows them both on an off the court.

OF A KIND
BY

J. MICHAEL
MOORE

Herald reporter
Nothing
brightens
a
woman's day like a gifl from
Tiffany's.
But when it comes to laughter and pick-me-ups, the Lady
Toppers have a much less
expensive way to find diamonds and pearls of wisdom.
They have their own Tiffany Porter-Talbert is one
Tiffany's.
of the Lady Toppers' most
Tiffiany Diggins and successful freshmen ever.
Tiffany Porter-Talbert each
have a way of lighting up
Opposites attract
Diddle Arena. But off the court,
At first glance, Lhe duo seem
tlley work on taking the edge off to share little more U1a11 a name.
life.
Porter-Talbert, the second"If you saw Ulem out in pub- shortest player on the team, has
lic, you would think they were all the markings of a freshman
two mean chicks and very phenom.
quiet," senior guard Kristina
She is ranked 11th in the Sun
Covington said. "But when you Belt Conference in scoring (12
get them behind closed doors, points per game), ninth in
they' re definitely not mean. And rebounding (7.5 rpg) and is in
the top ten in three oilier statistithey' re definitely not quiet."

cal categories. She has also started every game Ulis season.
Those arc numbers iliat have
many tabbing her as a favorite
for Newcomer of the Year honors.
"It would be a big honor,"
Porter-Talbert said of the possible award. "But, you can't get
anywhere wiU1 out your teammates. We play as a team, we
win as a team, we lose as a team.
As a player, I want to contribute
anything to the team Ulat would
help us win."
Diggins, in contrast, is the
tallest Lady Topper, but has
spent ilie last two seasons since
transferring from Central
Arizona Community CoUege as
more of a role player - the
threat off the bench, not the
everyday scorer.
She had a season-high 10
points Feb. 3 against Butler.
. "As a basketbalJ player, I've
never been strictly offensive
player or a defensive player.

a

With a bond that extends beyond the court,
Tiffany Porter-Talbert and Tiffiany Diggins
are revitalizing Western women's basketball
Lady Topper idols
Diggins and Porter-Talbert
have spent a lot of time together since ilie beginning of the
year.
As roommates, Uley have
developed a sister-like relationship and figured out ways to get
laughs out of tlleir teammates
and coaches.
"They both have beautiful
singing voices," head coach
Tiffiany Diggins is one of
the Lady Toppers' most suc- Mary Taylor Cowles said. ''I
think tl1ey laugh any time I say
cessful transfers ever.
something about it. They're
When I'm watching the game, I unbelievable with the talent
try to see what we need to focus they've got. They're both very
on."
funny.
Diggins said she then likes to
"They both are very quiet,
come into U1e game and give her kind of to tl1emselves, but
team ·'the spark it needs.''
they' re hilarious whenever you
But any Lady Topper will tell
get
to joking around witl1 them
you, Diggins and Porter-Talbett
and
talking to them."
give out plenty more sparks off
It's not simply a matter of
ilie court, just by being togeUler.
Any shyness t11e two show on being comedic, though. They're
the surface is abandoned in U1e
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locker room.

Road games have not yielded
many positive results for Westem
this season.
EmbatTa.Ssment and injury in
Arizona
A rivalry loss to Murray State.
A 21-point shellacking in
Detroit.
And a 2-2 road record in the
Sun Belt Conference.
The Hilltoppers were determined to make Saturday's game
at North Texas different. They
accomplished that with an 85-70
victory.
After the Detroit loss, coach
Dennis Felton called a team
meeting to identify what was
going on with his team.
The meeting lasted two hours,
and his squad responded with
three wins in the next seven days.
The win in Denton, Texas,
gives
the
Toppers a 37 road record The Toppers
with
two
non-Bowling
Green destinations left
Sun Belt
on
their
schedule.
Conference
Wes tern
(15-8 overall, road games.
7-2 Sun Belt)
jumped alJ over the Meru1 Green
with suffocating team defense.
·'We completely took them
out of anything they have done
all year or have wanted to do,"
Felton said. "We turned them into
a team Ulat had to reve1t to trying
to beat us individually, and we
really dictated everything that
happened on the court. Anytime
you go onto somebody else's
court and hold t11em to below 40
percent shooting both halves, it is
terrific defense."
The Meru1 Green shot just
37 .7 percent for the game,
including 2-14 from behind tlle
arc.
NorU1 Texas' leading scorer,
Chris Davis, exploded for 30
points.
Davis produced only six firsthalf points and chipped in the
final 24 with the game already
decided.

are 3-2 this

season in
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Need A Ride?
Call the

1007 31-W By PttS ~ng Green KY

Designated Driver

located in Bowling Greeftt KY Downtown District

270 842-6005 ·

270.202.0183

(270) 783-0088
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